
Message Notes 
Let’s Be Real Part 4: Time Heals All Wounds 
Matthew 5:23-26 
 
 

® conflict is guaranteed 
 
 
The lie:  Just give it time and the problem 
 will go away.  
 
 
#1 You need more than time. 
 You need a plan. 
 
 
® direction from Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount - vs. 23-26 
 
 
#2 Be ready to take the first step. 
 
 
® Jesus directs us to the goal - vs. 24 
 
 
#3 Prioritize reconciliation. 
 
 
® repentance and forgiveness - Ephesians 4:32 
 
 
#4 Forgiven people forgive people. 
 

Group Questions 
Let’s Be Real Part 4: Time Heals All Wounds 
Matthew 5:23-26 
 

 

1. Conflict in marriage and/or any close relationship is inevitable. 
Why? How does that reality affect the way your view your mar-
riage and/or relationships? 

 
 
2. This week’s lie: “Just give it time and the conflict will go away.” 
 Why is that a lie? Why do so people allow conflict to remain un-

resolved?  
 
 
3. Read Matthew 5:23-24. Jesus indicates that unresolved conflict 

with another person can actually affect a person’s relationship 
with God. How so?  

 
 
4. Read Matthew 5:25-26. Jesus indicates that the longer conflict 

remains unresolved the messier it can get. Can you think of any 
examples of this from your life?  

 
 If you could do it over, what would you have done differently?  
 
 
5. An important part of conflict resolution is being willing to “take 

the first step.”  What are some obstacles that can make that diffi-
cult to do? 

 
 What are some ways to overcome those obstacles?  
 
 
6. Is there something for which you need to repent to your spouse 

because you’ve hurt him or her? If so, what steps can you take 
this week to take responsibility and work towards reconciliation? 

 
 
7. Is there something for which you need to forgive your spouse 

because they’ve hurt you? What steps can you take this week 
towards forgiveness and reconciliation?  


